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IntroductionWhich Way to the War?
{The anatomy of religious violence in Indonesia}
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TAGLINE:

The global
conflict you
can’t find on

the map.

Indonesia, the world's most
populous Muslim nation, was also
becoming the world's 3rd largest
democracy with its free elections in
1998. While most of the country
remained remarkably peaceful
during this transitional moment, a
remote area on the island of
Sulawesi - Poso - fell victim to
brutal communal fighting. The
conflict was a product of "religious"
tensions that gave way to jihadist
violence, but it was also fueled by

widespread corruption and illicit ties among local military and business interests.
Fueling it all were underlying struggles for control of local politics, commercial
enterprise, and religious authority in this forgotten corner of the world, where
religious identity was used as the instigator and agitator that exploited and spread
the conflict.

Filmed over a three-year period, Which Way to the War? delves into the heart of
religious conflict in Poso and Indonesia. American filmmaker Sue Useem and her
team traveled to some of the most remote regions of Indonesia to understand the
dynamics and anatomy of religiously motivated violence in this enormously diverse
and overwhelmingly tolerant nation. With hundreds of hours of filming and scores
of interviews with politicians, officers, activists, journalists,
victims, perpetrators, analysts, and citizens, this documentary
reveals the true story of the wrenching Poso conflict - but also
the story of Poso's redeeming rehabilitation in the conflict's
aftermath - a story that has never been fully revealed before
and one that throws new light onto religious conflicts not just
in Indonesia, but our whole world.
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Synopsis

      American filmmaker Sue Useem, along with a crew of courageous
      Indonesian journalists and activists, went to great risks to collect
      the footage, interviews, and stories that make up the first ever
      documentary feature film on the Poso conflict in Indonesia during
      the decade from 1998 to 2008.

     Instead of just taking one angle on the conflict, Which Way to the
     War? examines and analyzes the whole story behind the story of
     Poso, an extremely complex conflict, told by the people who lived
     through it. Generally cast as a "religious war" between militant
     groups of Protestants and Muslims that started by fighting between
     two drunken youths, one Protestant, one Muslim, this documentary
     identifies the causes and the conspirators who encouraged and
     armed groups of young men, readily mobilized by calls for religious
    solidarity at a time when political, economic, and religious stability
    in the Poso area was under threat.

A cycle of revenge led to the brutal massacre of Muslims in May, 2000, resulting in widespread riots,
the deaths or disappearances of hundreds, the displacement of tens of thousands more, and the almost
complete abandonment of Poso City. The deaths and displacements barely made the news,
overshadowed by Indonesia's bloodier civil conflicts at the time in Aceh, East Timor, and Ambon.
Three uneducated Catholic men were arrested by the police for supposedly masterminding the riots,
though real evidence against them was virtually nil. Used as scapegoats to cover up the real actors
behind the violence, they were sentenced to death and sent to a firing squad. The true masterminds
remained at large, and everyone knew it.

While other communal conflicts in Indonesia began to subside by 2002, a new development would
bring the agony of Poso to international attention: the arrival of violent jihadist groups eager to
spread their own religious message in Poso. They found ready recruits among the victimized and
impoverished Poso people, and one of the outside groups, Jemaah Islamiya, was already well know
for its religious terrorism, boasting ties with Al-Qaeda.

As Poso became further divided by religious distrust and fear of more violence, Jemaah Islamiya and
other groups set up bases to wage their own version of jihad against the local Protestant, Catholic,
and Hindu populations. Boys that had grown up playing Nirvana in rock bands were now murdering
their neighbors under the guidance of Islamic teachers and their radical ideology. While international
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At a time where
religious violence

seems to draw more
media attention

than ever, Which
Way to the War? is a
unique and exciting
documentary that
exposes the truth
behind a conflict
that lies and fear
have fueled, with

devastating
consequences.
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Synopsis

headlines filled with reports of bombing attacks by Jemaah Islamiya on western targets in Bali,
Jakarta, other parts of Indonesia, Poso remained a backwater of revenge, ravaged by mysterious
slayings and terrorist bombings.

It was the horrific and well publicized story of the beheadings of three Protestant school girls in 2005
that finally brought the central government in Jakarta to take action, eventually leading to public
identification of those who had been terrorizing Poso. The government pointed to a sophisticated
local network of men associated with radical movements across the globe, ready to fight and die for
their religious cause.

But Which Way to the War? reveals that jihadist violence was only one of the forces that was fueling
the conflict in Poso. Corrupt officials stole much of the money allocated to victims and those
displaced by the conflict, police officials were frequent human-rights abusers, and the Indonesian
army was helping enrich the local elite and further impoverish the many.

After a decade of religious terror and near anarchy, Poso is finally emerging from the conflict and is
the process of rehabilitating itself. Most residents have joined a remarkable grassroots community
reconciliation initiative, guided by the diverse faiths that had earlier torn the area apart. Poso is
proving itself to be much stronger than the hatred and fear that fueled the decade of conflict, and is
now striving to transcend its terrible past and become a new beacon for religious tolerance in
Indonesia.

Which Way to the War? takes
viewers into the lives of those who
were most heroic during the dark
times, those who stood unswervingly
for truth, justice, and reconciliation,
often at great personal risk. A
documentary that takes only the side
of truth, Which Way to the War?
encourages viewers to understand
the dynamics of power struggles in
fueling of violence, the abuse and
manipulation of religion in violent
times, and the ways in which people
can be transformed by others into
murderers - or saints.

Which Way to the War?
{The anatomy of religious violence in Indonesia}

www.whichwaytothewar.com
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Ustad Abdul Gani
Israel

Chairman of the Poso Ulama
Council as well as Islamic
Defenders Front (FPI) for Poso,
as well as head of an Islamic
boarding school and charity,
Abdul Gani Israel is a well
established moderate Islamic
community leader.

Ustad Adnan Arsal

One of the most enigmatic and
controversial figures in the
conflict, Arsal emerged as a
leader of the militant Islamic
community after the massacre
in 2000 and made his
neighborhood, Tanah Runtuh, a
center for alleged jihadi
activity, which is believed to be
linked to Jemaah Islamiya, a
regional terror network.

Artus Papiobo

A villager who was unaffected
by the fighting from 1998-
2001, Artus’ village came
under attack in the beginning of
a new wave of violence in 2003
after a relatively peaceful
period. Late one night unknown
assailants shot two people in
Artus’ village and burned down
all of the buildings.

Adeni Muhan

The head of police in Poso,
Adeni has control over Poso,
which is now mostly peaceful.
Placed there after the
crackdown on Tanah Runtuh in
2007, Adeni is a gregarious,
friendly leader who has
managed to successfully work
with all communities in the
Poso conflict, as well as setting
up a number of economic
rehabilitation programs.

Andi Bocor

Brown sugar trader and the first
man on the Most Wanted List
of 29 to turn himself in to
police, Andi Bocor was
released quickly by the police
for lack of evidence in 2006.
He was sent to persuade other
men on the Most Wanted List
in Tanah Runtuh and
Kayamanya to turn themselves
in, but he said most refused to
listen to him.

Basri

Considered to be one of the
main actors in the ensuing
jihadi violence from 2001
onwards and the number one on
the Most Wanted List of 29,
Basri, a heavily tattooed, short
rock musician and petty thug,
remained a mysterious
character while he continued to
terrorize Central Sulawesi with
his expert shooting skills.
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Character Bios

Boki & Misra

Boki and Misra live in the
Gebangrejo neighborhood of
Poso City. In 2000 they fled
Poso for their safety, and
returned in 2003 when Poso
was becoming safer for
Muslims. But instead of finding
peace, they discovered a new
form of violence—shootings
and bombings, with some of it
being planned in their own
neighborhood.

Dina Sawuwu

Dina was initially hired to be
the translator. But along the
way, the directors became more
and more interested in her own
story. Originally from Poso
City, Dina is one of the few
women in still living in the
Poso Regency who can speak
English. Before the conflict she
worked as a tourist trekking
guide in Tentena, in the lush
jungles around Poso.

Jafar Bua

TransTV video journalist
correspondent, Jafar has
witnessed the entire Poso
conflict. Based out of Palu,
Jafar promotes balanced and
fair reporting, which was sorely
missing for much of the Poso
conflict, often furthering the
violence.

Daud Somba

A community rights activist
and former AP photographer,
Daud has worked in Poso for
nearly a decade with NGOs that
promote permanent peace,
public assistance programs, and
transparency in the local
government. In 2005, Daud’s
office was bombed.

Fabianus Tibo

A poor rubber farmer, Tibo was
an uneducated Catholic
transmigrant from Flores. He
was known as a local healer
and leader. Living eight hours
from Poso City, Tibo was
accused of being the leader of
the Protestant militias that
massacred Muslims in 2000,
along with two friends, Marinus
Riwu and Dominggus da Silva.

Ustad Jamil Arsal

Jamil Arsal, the son of Adnan
Arsal, is a spokesperson for the
Tanah Runtuh community and
currently runs the Islamic
schools for children, one of
which is across the street from
their house and is accused of
being the planning center for
many attacks from 2001
onwards.
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Character Bios

Lian Gogali

Lian is one of the few female
activists in Poso. She was
studying urban gang culture
when the initial fighting broke
out between two drunk youths.
She believes the initial riot in
1998 was an attempt for the
local government to cover up a
corruption scandal, but it spun
out of control as Muslims and
Christian groups were pitted
against one another.

The Family of
Noviana Malewa

The family members of Novi,
the sole survivor of the
schoolgirl beheadings in 2005,
have been favorite interviewees
of the media since the incident.
Still living in Bukit Bambu,
they can barely afford to visit
Novi, who is too afraid to live
there.

The Families of
Alfita, Theresia, &
Yarni

These three families went
through an unimaginable
atrocity. But instead of revenge,
representatives from the
families of each of the three
schoolgirls who were
decapitated by militants from
Tanah Runtuh in 2005 all came
together for a call to peace.

Noviana Malewa

Novi is the sole survivor of the
much publicized brutal
decapitations of the Protestant
school girls. While walking to
school, Novi and her friends
were suddenly attacked by men
with machetes dressed in black.
Novi managed to escape, but
not before she was hit with a
machete.

PADMA Indonesia

PADMA is the advocacy
ministry of justice and peace in
Indonesia. PADMA took over
the defense of Tibo when it
became clear that his original
lawyers were doing little to
help him. PADMA documented
the trial of Tibo and made a
documentary to help explain
the case.

Rafiq Syamsuddin

During the conflict, Rafiq
joined a civilian militia under
the banner of Islam, saying he
did it to protect his family and
neighborhood since the
authorities could not control the
situation during the riots. Rafiq
now runs a community
rehabilitation center & radio
station.
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Reverend Rinaldy
Damanik

Head of the Central Sulawesi
Protestant Church from 1990-
2006, Reverend Damanik
eventually stepped down in
protest of the execution of
Tibo, Riwu, and Da Silva, the
three Catholic men accused of
being the ringleaders of the
Protestant militias in 2000. He
is a key signatory of the Malino
Accords in 2001.

Sidney Jones

One of the most influential
Indonesia experts today, Sidney
is a highly respected and well-
spoken American at
International Crisis Group.
Under her direction, ICG has
put out a series of reports
highlighting violence and
rehabilitation process in Poso
since 2003 which are
remarkably researched and
detailed.

Udin Odjobolo

An insightful community NGO
activist, Udin Odjobolo runs
Building a Self-Sufficient
Nation Foundation. He broke
with his follow activists by
offering to work with police in
the rehabilitation process, who
remain highly distrusted by
most in the influential NGO
community.

Robertus Tibo

Robertus, one of the children of
Fabianus Tibo, spent the last
years of his father’s life
defending his innocence and
living through the strong
disappointment when the legal
system failed his family over
and over again.

Supriati

A Javanese transmigrant
farmer, Supriati is from the
village Sintuwu Lemba (aka
Kilo Sembilan) which became
the sight of the worst massacre
of Muslims in 2000 and whose
events quickly became the
rallying point for jihadi and
revenge activites in Poso.

Vincent Lumintang

Working with the NGO
Nusantara, Vincent expresses
his frustration with the
authorities for failing to help
alleviate poverty and the severe
corruption seen in the misuse of
funds that were supposed to be
used to rebuild Poso after the
fighting between 1998-2001.
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Character Bios

For more information on each of the
characters biographies, please go to

www.whichwaytothewar.com

Wing Handoko

Head of the Military, Wing
says the TNI is there to help the
police and government keep
control, rebuild, and give
insights into nationality. The
TNI has come under heavy
criticism locally and
internationally for their
documented human rights
abuses and profiteering military
businesses that are often set up
in conflict zones like Poso.

Freedom Land
Foundation

One of the most important
NGOs in Central Sulawesi,
YTM advocates for local
residents control of their land,
arguing with substantial
evidence that the Poso conflict
is not a religious conflict, rather
a fight over natural resources,
with the military, police, and
government gaining control and
defeating the local people.

Yahya Aling

A father of five boys, Yahya
lost both legs and a finger in the
bombing at the Poso Central
Market in 2004, which killed
six from his village and remains
unsolved. Yahya got prosthetic
limbs and an education, became
an advocate and representative
for the victims of the Poso
conflict, and is currently
running for office under a
Christian political party.

Yoanes Litha

A stringer for the Voice of
America (VOA) since 2005,
Yoanes is an educated,
balanced reporter, committed to
finding the truth of the story of
Poso. He remains highly trusted
by all elements of society in
Poso.



Spotted Frog
Productions

Spotted Frog Productions was started in 2006 by Sue Useem. It is a not-for-profit
organization dedicated to increasing awareness and education about misunderstood and
forgotten conflicts around the world. Through the combination of filmmaking, new
media, academic rigor and journalistic integrity, Spotted Frog strives to increase the
dialogue on the causes and consequences of violent conflict.

Spotted Frog realizes the important role media plays in the creation, exacerbation, and
exploitation of conflicts. Sue has worked closely with members of the communities she
films in to understand how the media has affected them. Fifty percent of the proceeds
from Which Way to the War? will be reinvested into the Poso area to help with the
rehabilitation and reconciliation process.

Realizing the important role that media plays in creating conflict-and peace-Spotted
Frog is dedicated to highlighting what can be done to make a more just world for those
who we would otherwise not know about.

Which Way to the War?
{The anatomy of religious violence in Indonesia}
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Crew Bios &
Credits

Sue Useem is a producer/broadcaster at the Indonesian
Service at the Voice of America (VOA) and is based in
Washington, DC. Spending much of her life being exposed
to remote parts of the world, Sue has held a long standing
interest in conflict, justice, and human rights in developing
nations. Armed with a degree in philosophy, small camera,
and rudimentary understanding of the Indonesian language,
Sue took off time from work and went all over Indonesia to
see what she could find. After countless interviews with
everything from heroin addicts, beach hawkers, Islamic
leaders, snake vendors, beggars, earthquake and tsunami
victims, professors, students, villagers and plenty others,
Sue finally stumbled upon the topic of the Poso conflict by
accident. While attempting to do her laundry in remote
Flores, Sue heard chanting in the streets and ran out with her
camera. What she found was a huge protest against the
execution of Fabanius Tibo, Marinus Riwu, and Dominggus
Da Silva on September 22, 2006. Taken by the confusing
story of Tibo, Sue and Megan went to the astoundingly
beautiful area of Poso, Central Sulawesi, to see what they
could find. The result is Which Way to the War?.

Which Way to the War?
{The anatomy of religious violence in Indonesia}
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Sue Useem
Director/Producer/Writer

Megan McKearney-Inciardi is a graphic design artist in
Berkeley, CA. Megan and Sue met in rural Bihar, India,
years before and had learned to operate in difficult
conditions together. Megan was quickly taken by the
sweet spirit of Indonesians and the countries fantastic
beauty and adventure. Although she endured miserable
sunburns and food poisoning, Megan was able to capture
the stunning beauty of Indonesia, as well as it’s darker
side. She continues to travel around the world.

Director of Photography

Megan McKearney-
Inciardi
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Crew Bios &
Credits

Monica Whyte hails from Tampa, Florida. She joined Sue in
the Sumatra and Aceh legs of the trips to Indonesia where
she soon discovered to her horror that there is no food on
that island that is not spicy. She is also the assistant sound
editor.

Monica Whyte
Co-Producer

Stock Footage Courtesy of:

Al Jazeera English
BBC

SCTV
TVOne

PADMA Indonesia
FICA

Editor:
Sue Useem

Co-Editor:
Craig Moorhead

Assistant Editors:
Rebecca Connolly
Anna Jordan
Whitney Mehrhof
Anne Strozeski
Emily Useem
Monica Whyte

Graphics:

Mike Greenberg
Whitney Mehrhof

Michael Milano
Brian Taylor

Translators:

Rahmadianto
Tari Gregory
Yoanes Litha

Irawan Nugroho
Soraya Oktaviani

Frely Pakan
Darrick Rochili
Dina Sawuwu

Chatrine Siswoyo
Ellin Willard

Acquisions Manager:

Rehza Ridwan

Featured Music By:

Sahardia
Cyro Baptista

Pamona Records
Samba Sunda

Dharma Widjaja
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   The Indonesian district of Poso had seemed utterly normal, with daily life revolving around
the routines of family, community, and work. Antagonisms ran deep, however, and a dispute
that began with simple farm tools escalated into attacks with AK-47s. When it was all over,
scores had been killed, including three school girls beheaded while walking to school.  
   I came to produce this film by accident. I first visited Poso on the Indonesian isle of Sulawesi
for an entirely different purpose. I had thought it would make an ideal venue for exploring how
rural Indonesians look upon Americans and our role in the world. 
   Within hours of arrival, however, I realized that a far more compelling story lay in the
wrenching conflict that had torn apart an otherwise seemingly typical Indonesian district. The
Poso District was home to some 200,000 residents and served as the main port and
transportation hub for the region. But the larger area was still in the backwaters of national
development. Most farmers were still without ATMs or even mobile phones as they worked the
rice fields that their ancestors had for generations.
  My film looks beneath what had first appeared to be a religious conflict between Protestants
and Muslims in a region where religious identity is close to tribal. What I found was a great
divide between those who controlled local resources and those who did not. Secular struggles
over land, power, and pride were the real drivers. Reclaiming control of lost land and avenging
the death of lost relatives had become animating forces. And then, religious radicals within and
Islamic extremists from without seized upon the simmering divisions to add their own high-
octant fuel to the fire.  
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Directors
Statement

   As film director, I have sought to
feature the people who lived through
the searing conflict and let them tell
their own story. I initially consulted
every expert on the Poso events that
I could locate, but I soon concluded
that the experience would be best
described by those who had lived
through it. Others helped as well,
including local activists and
journalists who worked with the
filming at some risk to themselves.
The Poso tensions are still not
entirely resolved.
   I conducted the filming with just a
single camera and a modest budget,
all that I could afford at the time.
But it was probably the only way to
complete the production. Poso

Which Way to the War?
{The anatomy of religious violence in Indonesia}
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 Which Way to the
War? offers a window
into the complex and

sometimes mystifying
nature of conflicts. It
documents a poignant
story of discord that

should have ended the
first night it erupted –

but one that turned
instead into a deadly

struggle for more than
a decade. ! !

residents remained extremely suspicious of outside
reporters, local authorities prohibited media without
official sanction, and religious zealots were still hostile to
any Americans. Despite the unpromising context, I found
myself welcomed by all sides. Officials, activists,
victims, and perpetrators talked openly on camera in
ways they had not to major media in the past.
   Everything proved challenging in creating the film, but
perhaps none more so than balancing the full story of
what happened in Poso against the anxieties that still
pervade the area. Film sequences showing the violence
were carefully selected to protect the dignity of the
victims, and the film more broadly seeks to show that
Muslims and Christians alike were victims of the conflict.
   Above all, Which Way to the War? is intended to throw
light on how economic and power struggles can
sometimes degenerate into communal and religious
violence on an appalling scale – and how local leaders
can work to overcome it.
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Production
Notes

!"Pre-Pre Production"!

The entire life of WWTTW
was three years, from the
first inkling of an idea to the
final cut. Sue, the director
and producer, knew only the
most basic things about
filming and editing and
saved her money for a small
camera, a Panasonic AG-
DVC30 Pro, because it was
small enough to almost pass
as a tourist camera and
therefore keep her out of
trouble with the authorities.

Which Way to the War?
{The anatomy of religious violence in Indonesia}

Indonesia was the country chosen because Sue works at the Indonesian Service at the Voice of
America, kind of spoke Indonesian, and had a great number of contacts in Indonesia as result.
Islands were chosen (17,000 to choose from!) and interview questions were formulated.

"Pre-Production" !

The plan was to travel and research as much of Indonesia as possible until a compelling story was
found. Earthquake and tsunami zones were visited, tons of interviews done on bird flu completed
and cultures doing all sorts of things filmed.  Three and a half months were spent in Indonesia in
pre-production doing research and filming trying to figure out exactly what the topic of this
documentary was going to be about. Interviews were held on a number of different topics, classes
were taught, spicy food was eaten, and good shots were taken. After an exhausting day getting lost
in the jungle in Flores and having to ride on top of a bus through the mountains for hours, Sue and
her trusty cohort Megan were trying to do their laundry. But they were quickly distracted by a rally
outside their house, which was when the topic of the documentary was discovered: The Poso
conflict. Sue then decided on their next trip to Indonesia when they had more funds, they would
travel to Poso, in Central Sulawesi. Filming before Poso was done in West, Central, and East Java,
Bali, Lombok, Sumbawa, Komodo Island, Flores, North Sumatra, Aceh, and South Sulawesi,
which gave Sue a great working knowledge of the country. Megan and Sue first went to Poso in
September 2007, during Ramadan, after being told by everyone that it was too dangerous for them
to go there. On their way there everyone threw up around them on the bus. They kept it secret from
everyone why they were going there.
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Production
Notes

"Production"!

The first round of filming in Poso was supervised by one local journalist and one local activist,
who 1) was necessary to keep the authorities mostly unaware of the activities of Sue and Megan 2)
set up interviews with a representative set of conflict victims on both sides 3) keep Sue and Megan
safe at sensitive gatherings of people and 4) set up interviews with authorities.

A policeman was always posted outside the hotel room of Sue and Megan. The only major
problem during the first round of filming was the awful case of food poisoning that Megan
endured. Otherwise Poso was quiet, peaceful, albeit tense. At Sue’s first attempt to film in Tanah
Runtuh, she was thrown out by angry residents.   The second round of filming in Poso was done
alone by Sue. She returned in February 2008 when the situation was improving in Poso. She was
questioned by the police as soon as she arrived on the border of Poso but was allowed in. She then
conducted more interviews and filming, again with huge help from locals. Sue and two journalists,
Yoanes and Subandi, were allowed into Tanah Runtuh to interview the leader’s son, Jamil.

"Post-Production"

 One of the main obstacles faced in the creation of WWTTW was getting stock footage legally and
affordably. This was dealt with in many different ways. First, footage from propaganda sources
was collected. Second, Sue hired an agent to deal with the Jakarta news stations and go through

Which Way to the War?
{The anatomy of religious violence in Indonesia}

their archives. Third, Sue
worked with the incredibly
helpful organization
PADMA, which were the
second round of lawyers for
Tibo. They had made a
documentary on the story of
Tibo and gave the footage
for WWTTW for free, for
which Sue is always
indebted to. Fourth, photos
were found of the first round
of violence that came from
FICA, also given for free but
were very lo-res. Fifth, Al
Jazeera and BBC archives
were contacted. It was an
incredible amount of work
and money for not that much
footage, but it was necessary.
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Facts &
Questions

What made you want to do this project?

I’m not really sure what made me want to do this, but one day I just decided I was going to make a documentary, I
didn’t even have an idea for a topic. But in my mind, it was made up, I was going to make one and I wouldn’t quit
until it was done. I do well managing myself and working alone, and I realized that films are some of the most
powerful mediums of communication we have right now, and I wanted a piece of that pie. It also just sounded
pretty cool to me, to go to some far away place and film. It’s what most people dream of doing.

Why did you choose Indonesia?

I first went to Indonesia when I was 16 with my sister, Andrea, who is a journalist and was doing a story in Jakarta,
the capital. I was a little overwhelmed by Jakarta, but enjoyed our time in Yogyakarta, which has a fascinating
history. We were there in 2000, there were barely any tourists, and I liked that. I also very much enjoyed Indonesian
personalities.

After college, by chance I got a job at the Indonesian Service at the Voice of America as a contractor. The people I
worked with were so welcoming and friendly, the language is relatively easy, and I was interested by island culture,
so I decided I would go back to Indonesia. Once I got there, I was hooked by the place. Never a dull moment! The
food is also fantastic, and I enjoy the hot, muggy equatorial heat.

How did you come upon the story of the Poso conflict?

I can’t remember exactly when I first heard about the Poso conflict, as the media about Indonesia had been
dominated by the conflict and tsunami in Aceh, East Timor’s independence, and silly things like bird flu. On one of
my first rounds of filming in Indonesia, where I barely even had a topic for the documentary, I was staying at a
school run by the family of one of my coworkers. It was in rural east Indonesia, in a town called Ruteng, Flores.
While we were there, a protest took place on the streets about a guy called Tibo and something about Poso,
Sulawesi. I had no idea who this Tibo was, but I was keen to learn and everyone was eager to tell me. Riots took
place on another part of the island and I realized this was a pretty big issue. After coming back to the states a few
months later, I started researching the Poso conflict, and just became fascinated by it. So I convinced my intrepid
friend Megan to come along with me. I thought we could just do a segment about it in the documentary I was
planning on making about American image, but on the first day in Poso, I knew I had found a much more important
story, and one that no one else was doing. And I’ve never looked back!

There have been many conflicts in Indonesia in the past decade, why did you
choose the Poso conflict to film and study?

I chose Poso because I had good access to the area, no one else was filming there, and I was really taken by the
issues it faced. The problems of communal conflict, religious intolerance, corruption, terrorism, and expanding
military-industrial complexes are a global problem that seem so big that they are insurmountable. In Poso these
issues are all thrown together in an area with just 200,000 people. You can see all of these issues playing out and
see the direct effects on individuals lives in a way that makes it understandable and graspable. And in the end, Poso
residents have made remarkable strides at healing and reconciliation with no outside help. Their courage is inspiring
to me. Also, the Poso area is shockingly beautiful, like nowhere else on earth, and the people are delightful and
friendly.

Which Way to the War?
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Facts &
Questions

What was the hardest part of making this documentary?

Everything was hard in the making of this movie. The second I would solve one thing, another would come up.  I
get very intimidated by people, and I would spend hours preparing what I was going to say when I would call
someone and ask for an interview, but I was always so nervous I would mess up my words and sound like an idiot.
And of course there were days I just didn’t want to get up and film and wanted to be a regular person that goes to
the beach in Indonesia. But I just kept pushing. Getting over your own mental demons really can be the worst part.

The other problem that was quite a challenge was that I don’t have a studio to edit in, I created the whole thing on
my laptop in my bedroom. Editing day and night for over two years will tire your fingers and eyes out!

Did you ever feel scared?

The media makes Indonesia sound like a big den of terrorists waiting to kidnap Americans. That could not be
further from the truth. They are a teeny minority and 99.99 percent of Indonesians wish those people were gone. So
my worries about terrorism were very, very small once I got to Poso. The scariest thing about Indonesia is certainly
being on the back of a motorbike with no helmet on, that is quite dangerous! Also crossing the street in Jakarta is no
small feat. There are risks you take when you travel, but I’ve accepted them.

What is your advice for Americans traveling abroad?

Americans often feel the need to hide their identity abroad, even in places that are very friendly to the US. I think
this does our country a great disservice. As we all know, Americans are fantastically friendly and open minded, and
most people around the world are all too eager to meet us. The entire time in Indonesia, I hid my citizenship only
once, while I was filming in a market in Poso. Otherwise being an American opened a lot of doors for me, and in
some ways, probably kept me safe. People know that around the world, messing with an American can be bad
news. Americans have gotten the idea in their head that we are hated abroad, and especially by Muslims. This is
true in only a tiny percentage of people around the world. Of course, you can’t be reckless, don’t run around with a
big US flag or something silly. But take pride in your identity.

What is your advice for people who want to become filmmakers?

The best advice I got the whole time was that if you want to become a filmmaker, save up, buy a camera, and then
point it at something interesting. Of course, there is not one formula to make a successful documentary, but if you
are up for a big challenge, just do it! I have a degree in philosophy, I never went to school for this. I know the
industry is intimidating, but don’t let those people discourage you. Seriously, just get a camera, tripod, and decent
microphone, go somewhere interesting, and the story will eventually find you. It’s not going to be easy, but it is
entirely satisfying. And whatever you do, don’t give up (or get pregnant). I contacted a bunch of filmmakers that
started with nothing, who have gone on to be quite successful, with a million questions – they will take sympathy
on you and will help you out. Then it becomes a grand experiment of trial and error, don’t beat yourself up if your
first shots aren’t perfect or the interview didn’t go well. It takes time to get used to these things.

Which Way to the War?
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Facts &
Questions

If you are going to film in a foreign country, I really recommend networking as much as you can. Find a country
that you know someone in (maybe you went to college together, maybe you have a neighbor from abroad) and ask
if you can stay with their family. It would have been truly impossible to do this film without the incredible help that
came from Indonesians themselves, and the families I stayed with. I would never have gotten the story otherwise if
I was staying in a tourist district just talking to other travelers, you have to be ready to put yourself into awkward
and sometimes confusing situations.

What message are you trying to send in the film?

There are many. The first is that religious identity is a great source of unnecessary division in our world. Many
people are further exploiting this for their own gains. Second, most conflicts like these are entirely avoidable if the
appropriate steps are taken by the local government and religious authorities. Third, modern day terrorist groups are
thriving in and hiding behind weak and unfair law enforcement and corruption. Fourth, many people who become
part of jihadist movements do so for very secular reasons, and religious zealotry comes along later. Some men
interviewed by the International Crisis Group (ICG) that were jihadis said that when they raided Christian liquor
stores, they would drink it afterwards, and it was only when radical preachers came from outside Poso did they
become indoctrinated into radical Islam. Fifth, it is important for countries to address terrorists as criminals and not
go beyond the rule of law to capture and interrogate them. Indonesia has done a good job of this, especially
compared to Thailand and the Philippines, who also face jihadi movements. And sixth, that the media should not
exploit violent situations for their own profit and distribution expansion.

What is your next project?

I have too many ideas and wish I could be all over the world at once. Of course, I would like to film in Indonesia
again, and do it on something very positive. Probably one of the most remarkable things about Indonesians is their
ability to survive, through natural disasters, wars, and poverty. So I would love to do a documentary about the
human spirit at work there. Another idea is about Islam in Aceh, where I filmed and researched for a month. They
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are some of the most
unique Muslims in the
world and I am fascinated
by them. I would also like
to do some small
productions to help raise
money for orphanages and
other programs that help
Indonesians. And then
there are all of the topics in
East Timor.this list could
go on forever!
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2000-2001

Phase Two riots begin
Police kill three Muslims in crowd

Phase Two Riots continue
Phase Three Riots Begin

Phase Three riots spread outside Poso City
Fighting in Toyado village

Massacre at Sintuwu Lemba
Lateka killed

Indonesian Military and Protestants clash
Mujahidin KOMPAK Arrives in Poso

Jemaah Islamiya sends ten trainers to Poso
Tibo is arrested

First Peace Accord Signed
President Wahid attends peace meeting

Sepe Village Attacked
Militants set up training camps in Pendolo

Communal violence flairs up
Trial and Conviction of Tibo, Riwu, and Da

Silva
Central Sulawesi Court upholds Tibo's

sentence
Clashes in Kasiguncu

Truck burned and drivers killed
Two men shot to death
Three shot and killed
Six people disappear

Protestants and Muslims clash in Malei
Buyung Katedo killings

Red Troops clash with police and army
Muslim Awad al-Amri appointed as new

District Secretary
Laskar Jihad Arrives in Poso

Dean shot and killed
Laskar Jihad and Laskar Mujahidin Clash

Police and Islamic fighters clash in Mapane
Muslims and Protestants clash
Mapane Detainees Released

Supreme Court rejects Tibo's appeal
Protestant Villages Razed

Security Restoration Operation is launched
Military Abducts villagers

Malino Peace Accords Signed
Four Churches Bombed in Palu

1998-1999

Two drunk teens fight in Poso City
Phase One rioting begins

Herman Parimo is arrested
Agfar Patanga is convicted of inciting violence

Boundary Change in Poso
New Governor for Central Sulawesi

Poso Election June 1999

2002-2003

Robbery of Balinese villager
Villager shot and killed

Bomb explodes in social welfare office
Bomb explodes on cacao farm

Two people killed in Masani Village
Man Knifed to Death in Kayamanya

Pastor's House Bombed
Security Restoration Operation Ends

Shooting and violence in Silanca village
Balinese transmigrants killed
Italian tourist killed on bus

Five killed in attacks on more villages
Masked men attack villages in Morowali

district
Villages in Lage subdistrict attacked again

Bible school bombed in Palu
Two bombs in Poso City

Man shot in Lage subdistrict
Man shot and killed in Poso Pesisir subdistrict

Woman shot while bathing
Laskar Jihad disbands

Jemaah Islamiya creates a new subdivision for
Poso

Head of local office for Central Bureau for
Stastistics killed

Bombs explode in Poso City
Man shot and killed

Men shot outside of pharmacy
Husband and wife attacked

Bomb explodes near church on Christmas
Two people shot and killed

Bomb explodes by police post
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2005-2006

Small bombs explode simultaneously
Bomb explodes near police barracks

Bomb explodes in empty house
Poso gang leader tried for murder of

prosecutor
Armed robbery of payroll at office
Two bombs explode at local NGOs

22 killed in bombing in Tentena
Bomb explodes outside campaign office

Suspected informer shot dead
Another suspected informer shot dead

Four injured by bomb at party
Suspected witness is killed

Treasurer shot after withdrawing money
Three schoolgirls beheaded

Ustadz Sahl is arrested
Haris is arrested

Police attempt to arrest Taufiq Bulaga
Hasanuddin is captured in Palu

Tibo , da Silva, and Riwu executed
Angry Protestant villagers kill two Muslims

Bomb explodes outside church, nearly causing
fight

Head of Central Sulawesi church killed
Police say Reverend shooting is done by

Tanah Runtuh group
President Yudhoyono orders three top police

officials to Poso
Police and Tanah Runtuh clash
Four-year-old is shot at funeral

Police annouce six suspects from clash
NGO's demand Brimob to withdraw from Poso

Adnan Arsal calls for jihad on police
Most Wanted List is released

Andi Bocor surrenders to police
Police ask Adnan Arsal to hand over Basri

Leader of Islamic group comes to Poso
Four more on Most Wanted List surrender

2004-2005

Bomb explodes at airstrip
Dean of law faculty at Poso's university shot

Reverend shot and killed
Central Sulawesi Prosecutor shot dead

Motorbike driver hacked to death
Man shot in tree

Policewoman stabbed to death
Female Reverend killed in Palu during service

Suspected killer of Reverend shot, then
released

One killed in shooting at village
Another bomb explodes

People outside of church fired on
Village head found beheaded
Another small bomb goes off

Central Market bombing kills six
Two churches in Palu attacked

Reverends attacked by men with knives
Bombing in Poso City

Another bombing in Poso City

2007-2008

Police and Tanah Runtuh clash again
Police and Tanah Runtuh clash, 15 killed

Police release nine suspects
More police are sent to Poso

Nasir Abbas confirms JI presence in Poso
Four policemen are investigated for

mistreatment
Protests in Palu for Densus88 to leave
Adnan Arsal asks 17 DPO to surrender

Police release 10 more suspects
Intelligence says men mobilize to get to Poso

Basri and Ardin are caught by police
Aat turns himself in

17 Protestant militants sent to Jakarta
Six DPO are sent to Jakarta
Bomb goes off in Kasiguncu

Another bomb explodes in Kasiguncu
Bomb explodes in Sayo neighborhood

Bomb explodes in Balinese village

For more information, please go
to www.whichwaytothewar.com
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